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Managing complexity



The case of
A “Simple” Application
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What can go

Wrong?



State Duplication
A local variable in a class

(let’s say: workout_frequency)

The same local variable in another class

The user interacts with the app to update a value.

Then navigate in the other one and it’s out of sync



The user is interacting with the app 

(e.g. saving a workout he just finished)

A background update arrives

(e.g.: healthkit telling you that the user has burn calories 

walking)

Both the app and HK tries to update the same variable.

Possible outputs?

Concurrent
state updates 



Similar to the other cases.

The user is seeing the app, and there is a timer running.

The timer ticks, you see it in the console.

The ui is stuck.

My state changed,
my UI doesn’t!



Data passing
The root element holds an object.

Children require properties of the object.

You need to pass the property down to the most inner 

child.

The situation worsen when a child has to bubble a result 

to the parent!



Debugging
Your app has crashed.

Luckily the debugger was turned on.

You are looking at a line

“This can’t be right. That value can never be set!”

…

“Oh… It’s a race condition”

Good luck!

 6  STAGES
OF DEBUGGING

121  111  
That can’t 

happen
That doesn’t happen 

on my machine

131  
That shouldn’t

happen

151  

141  
Why does that 

happen?

161  
How did that 
ever work?Oh I see



How can we manage it?



Mutability 
& asynchronicity

Immutability 
& predictability

The main issues



<<Interface>>

Store

- state: AppState

- getstate(): AppState

Single source of truth
Single State

Can be fetched from a server/backup

Easier to inspect/debug

Can be serializable thus stored and restored.

The state of your whole application 
is stored in an object tree within a 

single store.



Immutability
No one but the store can update the state

The changes are serialized (ordered, no race condition)

Action: PO(J)O that describe how the state changes

The only way to change the state is 
to emit an action, an object 
describing what happened.

<<Interface>>

Store

- state: AppState

- getstate(): AppState

- dispatch(Action)



No side effects
Pure function: return value is only determined 
by its input values

Reducer - Inputs:
 - action
 - current state 

Reducer - Output:
- a modified copy of the state

To specify how the state tree is 
transformed by actions, you write 

pure reducers.



Positive Property: 
Observability

Given
- A single source of truth 

- A set of views and object

Easy to implement the observer pattern:
- Listener: (state) => {}

<<Interface>>

Store

- state: AppState
- listeners: Listener[]

- getstate(): AppState

- dispatch(Action)

- add(Listener): Id

- removeListener(Id)



Positive Property: 
Predictability

Given
- An initial state

- A reducer
- A sequence of action

You can always determine the new state



Positive Property: 
Predictability

Given
- An initial state

- A reducer
- A sequence of action

You can always determine the new state

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VbPgAf3FUU8


Naïve Redux 
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A very simple ReactRedux application

https://codesandbox.io/s/github/reduxjs/redux/tree/master/examples/todomvc
https://codesandbox.io/s/github/reduxjs/redux/tree/master/examples/todomvc


How do we solved it!



- One of the first redux-inspired Swift framework
- Brings all the positive aspects of redux and pushes them further

- Open source
- Github

https://github.com/BendingSpoons/katana-swift


Isolated Actions: StateUpdaters and SideEffect

Interceptors

Better Modularization

Katana Pros

State Updater Side Effects

Store

Dependencies

Manager1 Manager2 Manager3

Dispatches

Using



Implements the business logic

Only pure functions ⇒ no internal state!

Reusable

Testable

Cannot dispatch!

Side Effects join the managers functions 

Managers



Used to simplify asynchronicity

Promise that an async function will resolve

Write async code as if sync

No callback hell

Note: several languages has them embedded  in the 
language - C# was the first, JS  

Promises!

  WITHOUT PROMISESS  
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Undo/Redo pattern made easy

Add checkpoints to the state 

(UndoRedoActions.Checkpoint)

To undo: UndoRedoActions.Undo

To Redo: UndoRedoActions.Redo

There are actions to clean the stacks

Marty McFly



Undo/Redo pattern made easy

Add checkpoints to the state 

(UndoRedoActions.Checkpoint)

To undo: UndoRedoActions.Undo

To Redo: UndoRedoActions.Redo

There are actions to clean the stacks

Marty McFly

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1j3yB4aeI_1nMoIljmm5uS-Y0sFlUgjFb/preview


Katana: an example of state



Katana: Initialization



Katana: How a project looks
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Tips’n’Tricks

Start from the State

Keep high separation of concerns

- Use Managers to encapsulate the logic

- Keep SideEffects simple: chain of managers 
functions and dispatches



References
Redux: https://redux.js.org/introduction/motivation 

Redux DevTools: https://bit.ly/2cH3cjd

React/Redux Example: https://bit.ly/31LAwv3

Katana: https://github.com/BendingSpoons/katana-swift

Promise: https://github.com/malcommac/Hydra

https://redux.js.org/introduction/motivation
https://bit.ly/2cH3cjd
https://bit.ly/31LAwv3
https://github.com/BendingSpoons/katana-swift
https://github.com/malcommac/Hydra


Questions?



Thank you!


